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PATRICK MANNING precise data on the flight of slaves from the Banamba and Gumbu regions of French Soudan, their return to their natal regions, and the reluctant move of their abandoned masters and mistresses back into the fields. Dennis Cordell's study of Ubangi-Shari confirms the continuation of slavery until the enforcement of French rule in I9I i, followed by the rapid collapse of the slave trade and the return of agriculture to the region. Roberts and Miers, in an effort to explain the variety of these experiences, address a series of related issues. They observe that colonial policy in Africa followed the British India model, ending the legal recognition of slavery, rather than emancipating slaves according to the British West Indies model. The results deepened the ambiguities of the end of the African slavery. Roberts and Miers consider the degree to which African slavery was benign in its treatment of slaves, the social consequences of the end of slavery, and the nature of 'freedom' for African slaves -that is, the labour systems and ideologies shaping their lives after slavery. The editors identify certain general patterns -pawning expanded as slavery declined, and the work of colonial forced-labour projects fell heavily on exslaves -but otherwise find little consensus among the contributors. They conclude in perplexity: 'We suggest that the main lesson of this volume is that we need to treat all evidence with skepticism, and resist the temptation to try to generalize from the few examples we now have. '5 In contrast to this comprehensive but tentative introduction, the concluding chapter by Igor Kopytoff provides bold generalizations on a restricted set of issues. Kopytoff argues that Europeans, in a 'Whiggish amalgam of Enlightenment political philosophy and nineteenth-century bourgeois economism', misperceived African cultural notions of 'slavery' and incorrectly predicted slave rebellion and social upheaval as a concomitant of colonial rule. As a corrective, Kopytoff offers an 'anthropology of emancipation' based on identifying 'a cultural ambience in which dependency was regarded not as onerous or dishonorable but as necessary and desirgble'. He estimates 'a relatively normal desertion rate of I0-25 percent' among slaves in the colonial era. Thus for Kopytoff, rebellion and alienation offered poor choices to slaves (who, after all, were kinless) as compared with maintaining or revising ties of dependency to their masters. While Kopytoff notes several important reforms brought by the end of slavery, he gives greater emphasis to the 'remarkable structural continuity through the period of abolition' in African societies. ' The contributions separating the introduction from the conclusion focus significantly on the continuum separating revolution from reform in the end of slavery. But they address other issues as well, and in varying time perspectives. One group of studies analyses the early colonial years, from the end of the nineteenth century to World War I. Michael Twaddle's insightful study of Buganda highlights the well-chosen political decision of the Protestant chiefs to call for the abolition of slavery in I893, and effectively contrasts the 'new order' of peasant farmers under estate-holding chiefs to a previous order in which slavery had been expanding dramatically. Martin Klein details the decision of slaves in Rio Nunez to cease working for their masters in I908. He notes that they were perhaps alone among those in French Guinea to rebel, but he argues that in so doing these slaves significantly redressed the balance of social forces in the colony. E. Ann McDougall shows the continuing influence of this servile status, as she traces the poverty and prosperity of the haratin for another fifty years. Don Ohadike notes both the continuation of small-scale enslavement and the links between slavery and forced labour among the Igbo after World War I.
Two studies on Portuguese territories highlight the mid-nineteenth-century efforts of Lisbon to abolish slavery in its African territories, and the utter failure of those efforts in the face of a new wave of enslavement late in the century. In Mozambique, according to Allen Isaacman and Anton Rosenthal, the Chikunda slave warriors of the prazos, once freed in about 185o, become ivory hunters, then slave dealers, and some of them later became the sepais or police of the growing colonial structure. In Angola, as Linda Heywood shows, slavery was transformed and expanded between i 890 and i 9I0, and this transformation was followed by a struggle among settlers, the state, and Ovimbundu leaders for control of labour.
The approach of the authors and editors of this volume focuses on a narrative and descriptive approach to the end of slavery. In emphasizing sensitivity to the many twists and turns on the road to abolition, they have provided an overall picture of a half-century of gradual and incremental change. The years from I88o to I 940 appear as one long, transitional period: the gradual demise of a continental system of slavery, with myriad local variations and occasional outbursts of protest.
If the editors had taken a more analytical and comparative approach, they might have found a pattern more specific than the gradual dissolution of slavery. In particular, if they had discussed more explicitly the relations among slavery, slave trade and state power, they would have highlighted the institutional changes in African slavery as it entered the twentieth century. And if they had compared their studies with studies of nineteenth-century slavery in Africa and the Americas they would not only have sharpened their own analysis, but could have pointed out problems in these other literatures. To state the critique in positive terms, the contributors to this volume have shown that slavery can survive without the slave trade and without state support: the editors should have given greater attention to these results. Claude Meillassoux's brilliant analysis of slavery in the precolonial Western Sudan seems to reflect a world apart from that pictured in the Miers and Roberts volume. Meillassoux asserts that slave populations were unable to reproduce themselves, because of the extremity of their exploitation; servile populations which reproduced themselves, in these terms, were serfs rather than slaves. 
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PATRICK MANNING abolition of slave raids which recruited new slaves in Africa, and the abolition of 'slave dealing' or the sale of persons earlier enslaved. Roberts and Miers wisely distinguish pressures for ending slavery from the various colonial governments, on the one hand, from 'international' pressures of other governments or from international public opinion. In some cases African slaves were emancipated by an act of the state; in more cases, slaves emancipated themselves through court action or through desertion once slavery was delegalized. Here the dichotomous New World terminology distinguishing slaves from freedmen needs to be replaced with more gradations. The terminological arena encompasses both the process of change in slave status (e.g. revolt, flight, desertion, renegotiation, accommodation) and the resulting status itself (e.g. peasant, freedman, wage labourer). For those slaves who remained in place after de-legalization -clearly the majority of the total -identification of their social status is a difficult matter, since it was defined in terms of 'customary' law which itself experienced great change under the colonial aegis. Some of these became exslaves: the haratin in Mauritania and the squatters in coastal Kenya achieved a servile status distinct from slavery. Many others, however, seem to have lived out their lives in slavery.
In sum, the authors and editors of The End of Slavery in Africa have contrasted two models of the end of slavery: its incremental dissolution as against its transformation through discrete stages. For both approaches, they have glossed over the first stage (the abolition of the slave trade) and have focused on the second main stage (the emancipation of slaves). Igor Kopytoff emphasizes that the latter transition was peaceful, in that most slaves sought a new condition of dependency rather than expose themselves to losing everything in revolt. One could argue that the earlier transition to slavery without the slave trade was also peaceful, in that enslavement declined sharply and slaves generally declined to rise up in revolt. Yet the relative social peace of these transitions should not obscure the fact that each represented a major change in the institutions for reproducing African social orders, and it should not inhibit historians from discovering and describing those institutional changes.
Kopytoff has emphasized the uniqueness and the resilience of African social formations and African ideology as reasons why the survival and the fall of slavery are to be understood differently for Africa than for other regions. The argument is compellingly expressed, yet an interesting alternative to it is to be found in Joseph Miller's recent study of the Angolan slave trade. Miller too argues for the importance of culturally specific social formations and ideology in Angola, yet also gives emphasis to the repeated restructuring of African views and social structures as a result of their participation in the network of Atlantic slave trade."3 In short, Afrocentricity need not mean cultural continuity.
Thus the ever-present theme of continuity and change in African society presents itself in yet another reincarnation. It is to the credit of Miers and Roberts that they have precipitated a new discussion of this old issue by drawing together a wealth of information on slavery and its demise in twentieth-century Africa. They have documented the variety of local experiences in the end of slavery and in the transition to new systems of labour. The success of the authors in specifying these changes should help focus more attention on changing labour systems and legal systems as factors in Africa's modern social history. As important as the new empirical data, finally, is the potential this book reveals for the use of twentiethcentury African cases in the analysis of the more general relationships among slavery, the slave trade and state power.
